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What about Sens Aventure?

Create travels that "make sens".

Individual goal for customer

A collectiv
e goal to reduce impact of the trip

 Create "smart" travel: 
Based in Lyon.

 

 
Works with local guides in each country.

 

Specialized in adventure tourism. French travel agency



 

 

We believe that a trip is more than just a destination and
a hotel room.

 
 Travel is a state of mind, a philosophy

 
Each individual will come away from it growing and rich

in experience...



Summary

USEFUL
INFORMATIONS 

What you need to know

to prepare your trip,

about vietnam and pre-

departure preparations

ITINERARY

To know exactly which

way you're going !

PROGRAM

So you can project

yourself, the travel

begins now...

PRICE

What's included or not

included, and what

budget you need.

CONTACT

Meet the team Sens

Aventure, follow us

and contact

ECO FRIENDLY

How to be an

ecofriendly tourist.



It's a country which attracts by the beauty of its landscapes with more than 3,000 kilometers

of coastline, white sand beaches, dynamic growing cities, mountainous regions and diverse

cultural and historical sites,. Anyway, best known for its difficult past due to decades of war. 

 

Today it is one of the safest countries in Southeast Asia. This territory is reborn and uses its

past as a force for cultural diversity.  As tourism is still new to this country, we will be able to

explore more authentic places.

 

 

The 100 million Vietnamese who populate the country still practice ancestor worship and are

known for their discretion and legendary politeness. There are a total of 54 ethnicities spread

throughout the country.

 

 

Vietnam in few words
A trip to Vietnam is always an intense experience, where our Western landmarks are
constantly being put to the test.



This  trip will take you to the northern part of Vietnam. You will discover a preserved

nature, off the beaten track and far from mass tourism.

 

Between rice fields, bamboo groves, temples, sea and mountains you will also discover

the remote ethnic groups and live in immersion among them. 

 

Are you ready to: bike, hikke, climb, explore, taste, meet, swim, row...?!?

 

Remain actors of your holidays, share your values and your love for nature.

 

Indochina immersion
Wild region where nature is the queen



A valid passport for at least 6 months after the expiry date of the visa ;

for stays of less than 15 days (including entry and exit days), French citizens are exempt from visa requirements.

If you want stay more after our trip it's necessary to have an e-visa.

PASSPORT AND VISA

There are no mandatory vaccinations to come to Vietnam from Europe. However, it is still advisable to have universal vaccinations (diphtheria,

tetanus, polio, hepatitis B) and to be vaccinated against typhoid and hepatitis A.

VACCINATIONS

GMT+5 the summer and GMT+6 during the winter

TIME LINE

Practical informations before departure

RATE OF EXCHANGE

1€ = 25 913 Vietnames Dongs (the 03/03/2020)

On arrival at the airport you will be able to exchange euros free of charge at several counters. We advise you to withdraw a sufficient amount of

money because it is necessary to know that in Vietnam it is rare to find shops that accept credit cards.

WHEN TO GO?

In the north of the country, the climate is subtropical, characterized by hot and humid summer months and relatively short but cooler and drier

winters. Because of the humidity level and the probable heat at certain times of the year, the physical difficulty may be accentuated.

The rice harvest takes place between the end of October and the end of May, so there is no rice from November to about the end of February.

 
 



O  Identity documents and vouchers

O  Means of payment cash or international credit card

O  First-aid kit bandages, antibacterial and healing  dermatology, Burns, Insect bites , aches and fever  digestion, motion sickness,

contraceptives, mosquito repellent

O  Toiletries kit Be careful not to overload it, as it can weigh a lot. essentials: toothbrush and toothpaste, hairbrush, sun products, a

microfiber towel to save space, ecofriendly product like dry shampoo

O  Accessories to sleep during travel

O  Sports clothes and pants to hikking.

O  k-way and pullover temperatures vary from 30 to 6 degrees in some of the areas you will visit

O  Hikking shoes

O  Swimsuit

O  Camera

O  A few gifts to offer to the people you will meet like pens for children, wine for adults for exemple

 

What to pack in my bag?
the essentials and a few extras...

TIPS
Leaves space to bring back memories!

Travel with a backpack if possible.
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With Sapa extensionBasic trip



Program
IT 'S  TIME  TO  KNOW ,  WHICH

EXPERIENCES  YOU  WILL  LIVE

DURING  THIS  TRIP !



Fruits street vendors

You are free to choose the airline and the
flight to arrive in Hanoi. This day depends on

your arrival time

We leave this first day free to rest or to explore the city! 
 

Nu and Yen will give you their best address to eat a Pho (local soup) or spring rolls. Do not hesitate to go for a walk around the
central lake or in Lê Duân and Khâm Thin streets where the train passes through very narrow streets!
 

Finally, depending on the time of day, take the time to talk with Nu who will tell you about her daily life and her culture.

 

Take advantage of this first day to create your own adventure!
 

 

When you arrive: Yen will be waiting for you. She's your French speaking guide, she will be happy to help you in the organization

of this first day.

 

Yen will drop you off directly at Nu'Smile Homestay

Nu is the owner of the house, she will welcome you in her home, you will be able to meet her husband and her two
childreen. Nu knows Hanoi very well, you will be able to exchange with her in English.

Ha Noi: effervence and unrestrained life with the horns of thousands of scooters in
the background. You are in the heart of Asia. Its neighborhoods, lakes, and hundreds

of hidden temples will seduce you. Dare to get lost in the capital for this first
immersion.

Day 1
XIN CHÀO HANOÏ!



Fried vietnames spring rolls / Museum of ethnology

The creepy food tour with Jessica. Try to taste

food you never thought of before. They may

sound scary, but they are also good and tasty.

Let's close our eyes and try them, you'll like them

Street food from Hanoi with Trang Chu: You
go to discover known specialities of Vietnam, it is

not less than 10 specialities which wait for you in

the corners of the streets of the old district and

through the market. 

 

12h30: After the visit of the museum you will go to

the hyper center of Hanoi to do a food tour with a
local. 
 

Vietnam is known worldwide for its gastronomy. The dishes
are based on mixtures of herbs and spices. They are generally
very balanced. Contrary to the neighbouring countries Vietnam
uses a lot of vegetables and the cooking is rather healthy. The
use of chopsticks is de rigueur!
 

You can choose between 2 types of food tour:
 

 

 

The 2 visits are done on foot, in individual groups

and last 3 hours each.  

Day 2
 ETHNIES & GASTRONOMY

After a breakfast prepared by Nu (you can help her if you wish).  You leave to discover the museum of ethnography where

Yen will be waiting for you at 10:00AM

Don't expect a visit in a closed and austere place, here you will experience a journey within the
journey . Vietnam has 54 recognized ethnic groups and it is here that you will be able to
understand most of them. Part of the museum is located outside in a park.
 
You will be able to visit traditional houses built on the spot by the ethnic groups themselves who
came to bring their skills for the development of this museum. Take advantage of this moment to
learn as much as possible about the populations you will meet later in the trip (Thai and Mongs).
So it will be easier to exchange with them!

 

Free time and meet Yen at

7:30PM in front of the puppet
show theatre near the lake to

discover the rural traditional life of

vietnamese people.

Dinner not include



Lodge/ Rice Fields in Pu Luong

Day 3
PU LUONG RICE FIELDS AS FAR AS THE

EYE CAN SEE

Pu Luong, land of the Thai ethnic group and a natural place still preserved from mass tourism.

7:30AM: Take the bus in front of the Nu'smile Hostel. It's time to say good by at Nu and her Family. You will cross landscapes during 5 hours by bus with some break to see the

view and eat in Mai chau.

 

At your arrival in Pu Luong motor bike drivers wait you to go to our hotel: Hillside lodge in the center of the nature reserve of Pu Luong (it's not accessible by car).
You will sleep in ethnic confort lodge on stilts beetween fields rices made with natural materials.

2:30PM: Meet HA, your Mountain guid. Together you will do an Hikke through rice terraces and traditional villages. This Hikking make 7 kms, you will see amazing asian

landscapes away from mass tourism.

You return at the hotel around 5:30Pm. Free time to enjoy the pool or your lodge. 

At 7:30PM: Dinner at the hotel, Thaï women come from the village to show you traditionnal dance and explain the culture. You will participate if you want. They don't speak

English but Ha it's here to traduce. 



Farmer of banana or rice fields / Traditional house near rice fields

 

9:00AM: Ha will take you to discover Ban Hieu village. You will take steep paths on foot, cross bridges, walk along a river, to

reach a waterfall, you will even have time to swim! You will evolve sometimes on open paths, sometimes in the middle of the

rainforest. 

 

The walk continues then to reach a village where trout farming represents a part of the economy of the village. You will be

able to admire a panoramic view of the rice fields and the green mountains.

 

Lunch in the village before going down to Ban Hieu. 

 

On the way back, you will meet the peasants who cut bamboo. Indeed in Vietnam, bamboo is used to build houses, boats
and other utensils. It is a solid raw material, inexpensive, and grows very fast. If you have the courage you can even try to cut

with them.

 

The day passes quickly and it's already time to go home. You will have free time to make a last trip in the surrounding rice

fields or to take advantage of this peaceful place to try foot or body massages. This is not included in the price of the stay, it is
about 5 euros for one hour of massage.
 

Dinner will be taken at Hillside lodge and you will sleep again in your traditional stilt house.

 

Day 4
WATERFALLS AND THAÏ ETHNIES

 

After a hearty breakfast buffet. put on your sneakers and set off to

discover the Pu Luong nature reserve.

 



After the breakfast buffet. Go to take the only on day bus

at 9:30AM to go to Phong Nha!
 

7:00 of road, enjoy landscapes and rest because the days

to come will be rich in experiences.

Transport to Vietnam is also part of the trip. 
The bus make few stop, the lunch is not include but you

can by lot of things on the road in local restaurant.

 

Arrive at Farmstay hotel at 06:00PM: "It is located in an

idyllic setting on the edge of Phong Nha - Ke Bang

National Park, next to the Ho Chi Minh trails and overlooks

the surrounding rice fields which are maintained daily by

the local community. 

 

 

This region of north-central Vietnam was recently discovered
by experts in specialized tourism, mainly due to the discovery of
its spectacular caves located in the park. Travel to the paradise

of nature-loving photographers and explore what is fast
becoming the adventure capital of Vietnam." phong nha cave.

Day 5
ON THE WAY TO PHONG NHA

The hotel



Hikke/ speleology

Early wake-up to take the breakfast.

 

At 8:00 a taxi come at the hotel to go in Phong Nha nature reserve at the departure of the trekk.

 

During this exclusive tour you will have to hike, swim, climb, explore,You will sleep in the primal
forest of Phong Nha in hammock.

 

You're in adventurer's paradise, at the peak of what you've come for.

 

Hang Va has some of the most unusual geology of any cave anywhere in the world. remains

shrouded in mystery, as it isn’t certain how these formations – some of which are higher than 2m –

came to be.

 

You will be accompanied by a local guide and Ha. Some porters also accompany you for food and

equipment, thank you not to abuse and respect them they will be an integral part of the team during

your trekking.

 

More informations about this trekking on highlights next page.
 

The seconde day after the trek go back at Farmstay by taxi, arrival around 6:00PM.
 

Dinner and night at Farmstay

 

Days 6 & 7
TREKKING HANG VA CAVE



This tour combines jungle and caves, it's amazing for adventurous travelers who want to experience two

contrasting caves and sleep in a jungle campsite. 

 

Highlihts on the Hang Va Cave Trekking

stalactites and stalagmites 

an underground river. 

Day 1
Phong Nha - Nuoc Nut Cave

Hang Va Jungle
 

Before the departure you will have a safety briefing. 

 

The way starts with a nice easy half hour trek in the
forest. Follow the rocky path carefully to climb down over

boulders to the Nuoc Nut Cave entrance. 

 

Enjoy a picnic lunch and then with your caving light and

helmet enter into the darkness. Initially quite small, the

cave soon opens up into impressive dimensions. 

 

You will see:

 

On the return take the passage connecting to Hang Va.

This involves about 100m of swimming with a lifejacket

and guide line. Harnesses will be used to climb out of the

entrance to camp. A short steep rocky hill and descent

will then bring you to the campsite. 

 

Enjoy dinner and the experience of a night deep in the
jungle.

Day 2
Hang Va Cave - Phong Nha

 
 

You will then descend the steep rocky entrance using

the equipment. Hang Va is a beautiful stream cave

where you will experience narrow passages, rocky climbs

and some deep pools. 
 

After exploring the river passage you will use your

harnesses and traverse across to the high level passage

using the ropes. Follow the path up into this large dry

passage. Return the same way to camp for lunch. 

 

Trek out through the jungle over a rocky hill to
another stream valley, and back to the road. Enjoy a

cold drink. 

 

Transfer to Phong Nha arriving at around 06:00 PM.

MODERATE TREKKING - VERY ROCKY TERRAIN. 8KM
OF TREKKING INCLUDING 4KM OF CAVING. TOTAL

ELEVATION GAIN: 150M.RIVER CROSSINGS.
SWIMMING IN CAVES (100M).



1,3km in the village 

4km in the rice fields,

You can also combine both 

Wild boar eco farm, a place to enjoy the view swim in the river, eat local food and drink a cold

beer. (You are free for the lunch, it's not include).
Moi moi it's an other farm where you can learn more about the pepper, watermelon and casava

production. It's also a good place to eat.

8:00AM You can take a walk in the village or in the rice fields with the owner of Farmstay, you will

then learn a little more about the local life, how tourism arrived in Phong Nha because it is very recent. 

 

Two routes are possible:

It is necessary to inform the evening before if you want to do this walk or if you want to enjoy a free
morning to relax.
 

After the morning little walk, you borrow mountain bike directly to the farmstay and go to discover

Bong Lai valley. The hotel give you a road book with the map and itinerary. 

 

This valley it's a rural place with lot of attraction:

 

Continu on the way, enjoy and get off the beaten track. Remember to come back before dark night!

Dinner at farmstay.

9:00 PM take the night bus to CAT BA!
 

Day 8 
MOUNTAIN BIKE IN BONG LAI

Eco farm/ On the way in Bong Lai



After the night in the sleeper bus, you'll arrive at 9:00 AM at the entrance of the National Park
of Cat Ba. 
 

A guid specialized in this national park will wait you. 

You start to walk in the equatorial forrest. 
After 7 km of hard one track path you'll arrive in a fisher village. 

 

Lunch in the only on restaurant, and visit the village and the fish lake. 

After meal the guid give you bike to continue your exploration. 

This adventure day finish by the amazing view on Cat Ba sea national park. 

A boat will take you at your hotel around 3:00PM
 

You'll sleep in the Monkey Island Resort, in beautifull bungalow. on the island with the same

name. Enjoy the fresh air of the ocean, enjoy the private beach, swim...or or if you have any

energy left can climb up the mountain for the spectacular view of Lan Ha bay.

 

Dinner and night in the resort

 

Day 9
CAT BA NATIONAL PARK

Cat ba is the largest island of the archipelago bearing the same
name. it is located at the door of halong bay, it is the ideal place to

admire the karst in the middle of the sea. Its terrestrial national park is
also rich in discoveries and classified in the world heritage of the

unesco.

landscapes in the national park/ Boat/ Bike/Hotel



During this day trip you will start on a path that goes up but quite easy because the ground is not uneven.

 

2 kms later the path becomes steeper with big boulders that sometimes have to be climbed.

 

Listen to the birds singing and look, you'll certainly see dozens of butterflies. Take the time to stop and contemplate the forest.

 

At the 5th kilometre: You're gonna go along a frog lake. he's aptly named! Here hundreds frogs lives. It's a magical place were trees come out of water. 

 

Continue with your guid and arrive at the fisher village. the inhabitants live far away from tourism here and they will be happy to share moments with

you. 

 

You will eat in a local house, typical Vietnamese dishes. It's a real break. The fishing lake between the village and the mountain is pleasant and has a nice

view.  Take the time to go around it and if you meet a fisherman do not hesitate to speak with him you may even share a few moments of fishing together

if you feel like it.

 

After meal, the guid give you a bike for last 5 km on a little road to reach the sea. You will see ather lakes, mountains, enjoy the nature! 

 

You will quickly arrive at the port where a rather rustic wooden boat will take you to the island where you will spend the night. During this last trip you

will pass through the floating fishing villages, observe discreetly the local life so different from ours. 

Highlihts on the adventure day in cat ba national park
Cat Ba national park is a nature reserve. recognized as a world biosphere by unesco in 2004.



Days 10 & 11
CLIMBING OR CRUISE

The night was peaceful and without any noise disturbance. Take your breakfast on the private beach.

for this 2 days you have the choice about your program you have to decide before departure for these options. 
 

Option Cruise
With Maya Cruise compagny: A taste of luxury in this adventure.

After few very sport days, it's time to take the time to lighten up

 

8:00 AM: take a boat for Cat Ba city, in Cat ba take the local bus to go to Cat Hai at

the departure of the cruise. 

 

11:00 Embarke on the boat, departure for Halong Bay and his beautiful landscapes:

karst rocks coming out of the water and fisher floating villages. 

 

After 1h30 of naviguation and a delicious lunch, borrow a cano to explore the bay.

 

6:00PM cooking class 

Dinner and night on the boat.

 

The second day at 6:00AM  tai chi on the boat with the sunrise, Breakfast

Discover caves by local boat

and go back at Cat Haï after brunch.

Option climbing and kayaking
With Cat Ba Climbing compagny: a new trip to discover or excess in climbing and

kayaking

 

9:00 AM: take a boat to go on perfect place to climb above the water on your own

 

1:00 PM retake the boat to go on the fishing floating village where you will sleep

tonight. Lunch in the village. Afternoon take cano to discover caves in Lan Ha Bay.

 

7:00 PM: dinner at the homestay with the family.

 

Second day: breakfast at the homestay.

9:00AM departure to visit Halong bay by boat and kayaking in caves, swimming and

snorkeling.

Lunch on the boat.

Go back to Cat Ba city at 2:30PM
 

3:00 PM go back in hanoi by bus in 2 hours;

Free time in Hanoï 

Dinner not include

Extension
You choose to continue with sapa trekking. 

after dinner meet at 9PM at the train station

for the departur to Sapa. It's a sleeper train

An experiences with vietnames people.

Trip without extension:
Night in the Nu'smile Homestay: It's the end of

your trip.

The next day book your taxi with Nu (it's

include in the price) to go back to the airport



Highlihts on the climbing option in cat ba national park
Day 1
 

Leaving from Cat Ba town at 9:00, going to Ben Beo harbor
 

Taking boat, around 40 minutes to Lan Ha Bay , through fishing villge and
Lan Ha bay
 

Unique and secluded Sea Face Wall ( deep water solo climbing 4 hour,
many different routes from 4 - 5A till 7a) Head out to sea for swimming and
deep water solo climbing at Lan Ha bay
 

13.00: go to Floating house, lunch on floating house. After lunch expolre
the bay kayaking (by yourshelf )
 

Over night on Floating homestay (19h family dinner)
 

Fishing in the evening, then enjoy a romantic night under thousands stars.

In dark night you have chance to admide the sparkle Plankton on seaface.

 

Day 2
 

After breakfast, at around 9.30 a boat is coming to pickup to visit Ha Long bay.

 

Kayaking visit 3 caves, Swimming and, Snorkeling (3 Peach beach)

 

 Lunch on the boat, then boat returned to Cat  Ba Island.



Highlihts on the Maya Bay cruise

Arrival at the port around 11:30am

12:15pm: welcome onboard the  MAYA CRUISE, enjoy Welcome Drink, receive cruise

briefing, safety instructions and check in. Start cruising and explore Lan Ha Bay & Ha

Long Bay.

12:40pm: proceeds to Da Chong islet, where you can see a lighthouse built by the

French over 100 years ago. Have lunch while passing via the islets. These amazing

limestone karst formations rise up out of the sea in an impressive manner.

3:00PM   Arrive at Tra Bầu, a separate part of Halong Bay. You can try kayaking or

simply just enjoy a swim.

6:00PM On board you may join a traditional cooking class..

7:30PM: Dinner is served. Enjoy delicious local food 

9:30PM: Try your hand at night squid fishing.

DAY 1

6:00AM: Tai Chi session on the sundeck; after which they serve breakfast.

Head out in bamboo boat to explore the bay,  where the Toi Sang cave is situated.

open your eyes, you can see endemic monkeys!

10:00AM: Whilst cruising back you can enjoy a brunch

11:30AM We return to the quay side in the south of the bay, where you disembark.

DAY 2 : 



Extension
Day 12 . 13 . 14

SAPA TREKKING

Sapa is a paradise for hikers to discover the landscapes of Asia and
the rice fields. It is one of the most popular places in the world for

trekking.

You have spend the night in the train.

 

At your arrival around 6:00 AM, Ha waits for you, go together in  Sapa to take

a breakfast in a local restaurant.

 

8:00AM departure for the trekking cross villages, meet Hmong ethnies; cross

rice fields. Lunch with a Hmong Family and continue until Topas Ecolodge. 

Total of the day : 13km and 6hours of hikkes. 
 

Dinner and night at Topas. in a little local house.

 

Day 2: 
Breakfast in the ecolodge:

 

9:30 AM start the hike, Go to meet Hai Dao minority in a remote village, learn

about local life, spend time with women in rice terrace. lunch with them. 

Continue the hike after lunch to go back by an other one track way at the

topas ecolodge.

 

5:30 PM: a shuttle arrive to go at the train station. 

Take the night train.

 

Arrive in Hanoï at 5:30 AM it's the end of the trip. You can go directly at the

airport with the shuttle or spend the day in Hanoi and take a taxi later.

 

For this extension you have to travel

with a backpack for trekking.



 

Sapa is located in the northwest of Vietnam in mountains region near China. One goes

there mainly for treks of several days by crossing the villages of the ethnic minorities of

Vietnam. The opportunity to learn more about the traditions of the local tribes: the black

Hmong, the Red Dao or the Tay.

 

The night train from Hanoi to Sapa to discover in the early morning, beautiful mountain

scenery. This is the first step of this trip to the north of Vietnam before starting his trek to

Sapa. The train is confortable, you will sleep in a bed!

 

When you arrive in Sapa you're going to be absorbed into a very special

atmosphere. Like all the cities or mountainous stations of stage at the beginning

of the trek, Sapa offers an atmosphere at the same time zen, for those who return

from the trek, and agitated, for those others who are preparing to leave.

 

 Start to walk you will be with a lot of other tourists but after few minutes you will

take small way and meet population, cross villages forgot tourists in Sapa.

 

It's a real paradise for trekker and you'll soon realize this as you walk along the

paths between Lao chai Giang Ta Chai through Ta Van of Dzay and Red Dzao
tribes is almost on the hillsides..

Highlihts Sapa trekking extension



Smart tourism

What i f  we  t rave l  wi th  a
l imi t ed  impac t?



Why your trip is a responsible travel?

We make it easier for you
to be eco-responsible

We prepare a pack for you to

limit your impact including, for

example, reusable straws, a tot

bag, a filter flask, a filtered

water bottle, etc.

Carbone offset
 

We donate to the good planet

foundation, the amount necessary to

offset your carbon impact related to

your flight so that it can take positive

actions to offset it. 

We works with local
population

Did you notice that during your

trip all the speakers were

Vietnamese? We have at heart

that the tourism that we generate

provides employment to the

population of the visited country

and thus benefits its economy.

We promote environmentally
friendly housing.

You will often sleep in private homes

or in traditional houses if possible

made with natural materials. These

accommodations enhance their

territory in an eco-responsible way.

This few  items are just examples, we make other actions and other choices like no activity including working with animals, integrating the use of public transit for

your trips, a salary above the average salary of the country for our local guides, limited places per year for each destination etc...



How to be an ecofriendly tourist?

Be patient, as the codes, manners and sense of service are different in each country.

Learn a few words in Vietnamese

Adapt to clothing customs so as not to shock the population.

Flee places involved in sex tourism

Ask permission before taking pictures of strangers.

Do not buy or collect objects that belong to the fauna, flora or protected heritage of the country.

 

Ethical attitude

 

Use hygiene products that are not aggressive to the planet..

To manage your rubbish, think of having a garbage bag and a pocket ashtray during your hikes.

Don't waste (neither breakfast food nor water in hotels...) and don't abuse the laundry. Also, use the

hotel cloths for several days.

Don't feed wild animals when you are forbidden to do so 

 

For environment

 

Buy your souvenirs from local artisans rather than at airports.

Tip according to usage!

 

Fair attitude

 

 



 

You will discover lot of beautiful landscapes, meet populations and animals... You're not gonna be able to wait to share your trip with your community and you will

publish pictures on internet! If you do that it's a good news for us, You're enjoying your trip very much! But please be careful....

DON'T GEOLOCALIZE YOUR PHOTOS

 

Be a responsible "Instagrammer"

 
Some destinations have experienced a rush of

tourists as a result of their popularization on

social networks. 

 

These destinations were not prepared to receive

so many people and the impact can be very

harmful (unsuitable waste management, no

protection law in place etc...) 

 

So prefer to give an idea of where you are

without putting a precise location and you will

participate in the protection of the place you

loved so much.

 

Don't participate in the development of
mass tourism
 

 

Avoids informing poachers
 
Unfortunately, animal poaching exists all over the

world. 

 

So if you are lucky enough to come across an

endangered species during your trip, do not use

geolocation data in your photos, or on your wire. 

 

You could unintentionally give leads to ill-

intentioned people. 

 

This is particularly true for certain species of

turtles and the Pangolain, which are poached for

their gastronomy and beliefs.



"TRAVEL IS THE ONLY THING THAT CAN BE BOUGHT AND MAKES YOU RICHER."

PRICING



The price includes

From 917€/pers 

The price not includes
The domestic transfers mentioned in the program, by

public transport.

Guides french speaking

Accommodation in shared twin or double rooms

Meals as mentioned in the program

Entrance fees for visits and activities included as

mentioned in the program

Ecofriendly pack

Objective 0 carbone offsett

International flights and international airport taxes Airport/hotel

transfers (between 500€ & 800€, for best price book around 6/8
months before departure, do not book a saturday or sunday
generaly it's more expensive)

Meals not mentioned in the program 

Personal insurance / cancellation insurance / repatriation

assistance

Drinks and personal expenses

Drinks on the cruise 

Tips 

Anything that's not listed under "the price includes"

On the basis of a minimum stay of 2 persons, accommodation in double or twin room. Quotation on request



Follow us

YOUTUBE

To discover all Sens Aventure's

Travels and videos

FACEBOOK

To speak with us, keep up to date

with all our news in almost real time

INSTAGRAM

To dreams about your next trip



Meet team
and guides
TRAVEL LOVERS AND NATIVE

VIETNAMES

ELSA

French 

Adventure creator.

Passionate of travels

Available to create

tailor-made experiences

for you.

YEN

Vietnamese

French speaking guide

Available on place to

make your travel a

dream.

HA

Vietnamese

French speaking

mountain Guide

He'll take you to the

most remote places...

 



Contact us
ADDRESS

3, rue de la République, 69003 Lyon

E-MAIL

bonjour@sensaventure.fr

PHONE

+334-23-45-67-89


